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Transaction

An atomic event supported by the protocol
● Bob → Alice 1 cryptocurrency (e.g. BTC)
● State 1 → State 2 in a decentralised computer

What is blockchain?

A decentralised ledger that can record transactions between two parties “efficiently” 
and in a verifiable and permanent way

What transactions are recorded and in which order?
❏ permissioned
❏ permissionless

Who can read the transaction written in chain?
❏ private
❏ public

from trust to consensus



Technologies powering Blockchain. Source: Flaxman 2017

A --> B 1 euro

Pub_A --> Pub_B a new car <-- how to uniquely identify the new car 

sign(Pub_A --> Pub_B 1) <-- you know the Sec_A

I generate a fake Pub_fake --> you don't know the associated Sec_fake

Pub_B --> Pub_fake 1

sign(Pub_B --> Pub_fake 1) <-- you know the Sec_B

Is it possible to associate Pub_A to Andrea (legal person) ??? ← pseudo-anonimity

A nice resource

https://andersbrownworth.com/blockchain/ Source: Seibold and Samman 2016, fig. 2

Consensus
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DB vs Blockchain

CRUD → CRAB

https://blog.bigchaindb.com/crab-create-retrieve-append-burn-b9f6d111f460

A --> B 1 euro

Pub_A --> Pub_B a new car <-- how to uniquely identify the new car 

sign(Pub_A --> Pub_B 1) <-- you know the Sec_A

I generate a fake Pub_fake --> you don't know the associated Sec_fake

Pub_B --> Pub_fake 1

sign(Pub_B --> Pub_fake 1) <-- you know the Sec_B

Is it possible to associate Pub_A to Andrea (legal person) ??? ← pseudo-anonimity

Do We
need
Blockchain?



Source: Medium

● BEYOND C/S:

● DECENTRALIZED
● TRUSTLESS
● DISINTERMEDIATION

From App to Dapp the "world computer"

Source: https://ethereum.stackexchange.com/
● Contracts: decentralized logic
● Swarm: decentralized storage
● Whisper: decentralized messaging

Source: Héctor Ugarte  on ResearchGate

A reference architecture

❏ Computer programs that may 
encode agreements, policies, 
rules and penalties that can not 
be arbitrarily altered once agreed 
and autonomously run on the 
blockchain. 

❏ Transfer digital assets between 
parties

Smart Contracts

pragma solidity >=0.7.0 <0.9.0;

/**
 * @title Storage
 * @dev Store & retrieve value in a variable
 */
contract Storage {

    uint256 number;

    /**
     * @dev Store value in variable
     * @param num value to store
     */
    function store(uint256 num) public {
        number = num;
    }

    /**
     * @dev Return value 
     * @return value of 'number'
     */
    function retrieve() public view returns (uint256){
        return number;
    }
}

https://remix.ethereum.org/

Source: gendal.me

The "world computer" a P2P consensus-based state machine
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Smart Contracts Platforms

How to guarantee all peers see the same value?
Is this value trusted?

off-chain information ← IoT data

ORACLE

https://blog.apla.io/what-is-a-blockchain-oracle-2ccca433c026



Blockchain Oriented 
Software Engineering 

(BOSE)

■ The DAO story

■ A concrete attempt to implement a 
funding platform, similar to Kickstarter

■ Went live in 2016 with between 10-20 
thousand investors (estimation) 
providing the equivalent of about US$ 
250 million in funding and thus 
breaking all existing crowdfunding 
records. 

■ However, after few months an 
unintended behavior of the DAOs code 
was exploited draining the fund of 
millions of dollars worth of ETH tokens.

Blockchain Trilemma

1. Decentralized: creating a 
blockchain system that does not 
rely on a central point of control

2. Scalable: the ability for a 
blockchain system to handle an 
increasingly growing amount of 
transactions

3. Secure: the ability of the 
blockchain system to operate as 
expected, defend itself from 
attacks, bugs, and other 
unforeseen issues

Vitalik Buterin outlined that “Blockchain systems have to trade-off between different properties. And it’s very hard for them to 
have three things at the same time, where one of them is decentralization. The other is scalability, and the third is security”.

IoT

● Decentralised in nature
● A huge number of devices belonging to a number of entities generate an unprecedented amount of data

The dominant model 

IOT

AI & ML

Data

Actionable 
Intelligence



Blockchain and IoT
the big picture

A new model 

IOT

AI & ML

Data Actionable 
Intelligence

Federated ML
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Blockchain + IoT 
● Data Quality: Integrity, immutability, ordering, authenticity
● Smart Contracts 
● Data Economy
● Scalability
● Bandwidth
● Decentralization 

○ no single point of failure
○ high level of security, but what level of weakness (if any) do the IoT devices create at 

the point where they connect to the network? Devices themselves will have to be 
secured as well to prevent hackers from tampering with them.

● Interoperability: Cross-chain interoperability will have to be addressed and improved if we 
truly want to leverage the benefits of interconnected smart devices. If not, we can end up 
with a situation where we are connected to multiple isolated decentralized networks that 
work well for their purpose but can’t necessarily talk to other devices for which they were 
not specifically designed.

● Legal, compliance and regulation: The allocation of responsibility will have to be closely 
examined. How smart contract actions are regulated in the world outside of blockchain will 
also have to be stipulated. For example, who takes responsibility if an IoT-connected 
medical device implanted in a patient takes an action based on certain smart contract rules 
but ends up causing the patient harm? Is this the responsibility of the manufacturer or the 
IoT platform? If the IoT platform is blockchain-based, it will be decentralized without a 
controlling entity, so pinpointing an accountable party might present a problem.

● GDPR

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/634445/EPRS_STU(2019)634445_EN.pdf

IMMUTABILITY vs RIGHT to BE FORGOTTEN



https://www.helium.com/

A brilliant use case

https://www.helium.com/lorawan

Proof of *

Back to the basics A decentralised ledger that can record transactions between two parties “efficiently” 
and in a verifiable and permanent way

● A decentralised ledger
● Where?



Ledger

Where? In-place: Alice → BoB 1€

Remote/Centralised: Alice → BoB 1€

INTERMEDIARIES TRUST



Remote/Decentralised: Alice → BoB 1€

VS

VS

(Individuals)
TRUST

CONSENSUS
(Society)

Assumption

In a society,  we can expect that the majority of its member behave correctly



Double spending: Bob has 1€, 
but he spends it twice with Alice 
and Maria. Who will eventually 
get the 1€?

Order events (→ vs → )

If two inconciliable events 
happens, only the first 
“recorded” is considered 
legitimate 

Order of events

Order the events

Source: https://marmelab.com/

Bob → Alice 1€

Bob → Maria 1€



■ Ordered events in the blockchain are immutable (hash)

Immutability

Data

Hash(Data)

Previous Hash

Data

Hash(Data)

Previous Hash

Data

Hash(Data)

Previous Hash

Hash and Blockchain

Hash and Blockchain Merkle Tree: an efficient data structure to verify data 

https://www.programmersought.com/article/33733422604/

● La root del Merkle Tree è nota e fidata
● Merkle Proof:

○ Goal: la transazione verde  9Dogè nel 
blocco e integra

○ Proof:
■ Hash(9Dog) → 64
■ root hash → 6c0a
■ verification path: 1FXq: 18, ec20 , 

8f74

hash list proof: 
● n ← tutta la lista

merkle tree proof: 
● log(n)



Order the events

Source: https://marmelab.com/

Bob → Alice 1€

Bob → Maria 1€

How to select what blocks are recorded in 
the blockchain?

The problem of consensus

A shared agreement on the order of events 

Agreement among the peers on the order of events  (i.e. consensus)

The goal of consensus is to have the same exact copy of the blockchain in each node

How to add a node:
1. Propose a block as a candidate to be inserted in the blockchain
2. Reach an agreement (i.e. consensus) on the candidate block 

https://medium.com/cryptronics/proof-of-work-is-not-a-consensus-protocol-understanding-the-basics-of-blockchain-consensus-30aac7e845c8

Propose a block as a candidate to be inserted in the blockchain
Leader election

Elect a leader who makes a block proposal 

https://medium.com/loom-network/understanding-blockchain-fundamentals-part-2-proof-of-work-proof-of-stake-b6ae907c7edb



Random election

● Impersonate more nodes is easy and cheap → sybil attack 
● Increase probability of winning → unfair

Proof-of-work
● computational power is a scarce resource
● Anti-economic (hard) acquire more computational power → difficult sybil attack
● computational power to solve a math puzzle

Leader election

Who solves the puzzle becomes leader: it proposes the block and it communicates it to peers

https://medium.com/loom-network/understanding-blockchain-fundamentals-part-2-proof-of-work-proof-of-stake-b6ae907c7edb

The puzzle

● No strategies to invert an hash 
function (i.e. Hard problem) → 
brute force

● Verify (by peers) is easy if you know 
proof and challenge



❏ Brute force
❏ + computational power → + probability to solve math puzzle
❏ more than 50% (concentration) → win “W.h.p.”

❏  Computational power is a scarce resource
❏ concentration is difficult (easier in the RND toy example) 
❏ “fairness” in probability of solving the puzzle 

Discussion Reach an agreement (i.e. consensus) on the candidate block 
 

Now that a candidate block has been proposed by who won the math puzzle shall we record it in chain?  

Simple rules:
● The proposed block is valid (check by peers)
● The longest chain win → the chain supported by the majority of the computational power of the 

whole network of peers

Temporary Fork are possible and “quite” commons

Fork 

Supponiamo che l'ultimo blocco valido sia il 
Blocco A. I minatori ora gareggiano per il Blocco 
B e cercheranno di risolvere il puzzle finché non 
sentiranno la comunicazione di  un vincitore.

https://www.mangoresearch.co/blockchain-forks-explained/

Tuttavia ci potrebbero essere due vincitori 
“simultanei”. 
Poiché il vincitore viene comunicato  attraverso 
la rete, diversi partecipanti potrebbero ascoltare 
un vincitore diverso e dunque accettare un blocco 
diverso per poi passare al blocco successivo.

Come risolvere il fork 

La chain più lunga vince → la chain supportata dalla maggioranza del potere computazionale della rete
● Potere computazionale è una risorsa scarsa
● Difficili coalizioni
● Puzzle → random winner
● 50%+1



Una risorsa fantastica!

https://andersbrownworth.com/blockchain/

Sostenibilità Concentrazione dei mining pool

https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/mining/pools/



Scalabilità

A more general framework

point-to-point Quanti traditori possiamo tollerare? 

LEMMA: non esiste soluzione con 3m+1 generali con > m 
traditori

Prova:

■ Assumiamo che una soluzione esista

■ Usiamo la soluzione per il caso 1 traditore 3 generali 
CONTRADDIZIONE

https://youtu.be/_e4wNoTV3Gw



Prova
■ Assumiamo soluzione per 4 

traditori (m) e 12 generali (3m+1)

■ Ciascun generale simula 4 generali

■ Applichiamo la soluzione sui 
generali simulati

■ Ciascun generale sceglie la 
soluzione dei suoi generali 
simulati

SIMULAZIONE

Soluzione (per induzione)

■ Oral Messages OM(m): soluzione per  BGP con <=m 
traditori

■ No traditori OM(0)

attack
attack

● OM(0)
● C invia ordine
● L eseguono

Soluzione (per induzione)

attack
attack

● OM(m), m>0
● C invia ordine
● L 

● Registra ordine
● Usa OM(m-1) per 

informare gli altri
● Usa maggioranza

attack

attack
attack
attack

attack
attack
attack

attack
attack
attack

attackattack attack

Soluzione (per induzione)

retreat
attack

● OM(m), m>0
● C invia ordine
● L 

● Registra ordine
● Usa OM(m-1) per 

informare gli altri
● Usa maggioranza

attack

attack
attack
retreat

attack
attack
retreat

attack
attack
retreat

attackattack attack



Soluzione (per induzione)

attack
attack

● OM(m), m>0
● C invia ordine
● L 

● Registra ordine
● Usa OM(m-1) per 

informare gli altri
● Usa maggioranza

attack

attack
attack
???

attack
attack
???

???
???
???

attackattack ???

Complessità (# di messaggi)

m (traditori) # messaggi

0 n (uno per ogni comandante)

1 n^2

2 n^3

3 n^4

... ...

Source: Seibold and Samman 2016, fig. 2



Delegated Proof-of-Stake

The community empowers a few special users, the delegates, to choose the next block, at 
least for a while. 

Hopefully, the chosen delegates are honest to begin with. However, relying on delegates 
remaining honest for a long time is risky.

Even assuming that there is an ironclad guarantee that all the delegates will remain honest 
forever, they can easily be attacked. In particular, they can be brought down by a denial of 
service (DoS) attack.

https://www.algorand.com/Core%20Tech%20in%20a%20Nutshell_2.pdf

Bonded Proof-of-Stake

Bonded PoS allows 20 users, 200 users, as many as are willing, to put some money on the 
table — a bond — where they can no longer touch it. These are the users who select the next 
block on behalf of all of us. If they misbehave, their money is confiscated.

How much would you put hostage on the table → probably relatively small 

Big thieves with deep pockets can put a disproportionate amount of money on the table for 
the sole purpose of controlling the blockchain. They can possibly lose everything → high 
risk, high profit? 

https://www.algorand.com/Core%20Tech%20in%20a%20Nutshell_2.pdf

Pure PoS: Algorand approach

Pure PoS does not try to keep users honest by the fear of imposing fines. Rather, it makes 
cheating by a minority of the money impossible and cheating by a majority of the money 
stupid.

In Algorand, only the owners of the majority of the money could prevent other users from 
transacting. But if they did so, the reputation of the currency would be greatly harmed, the 
currency would no longer universally accepted, and its purchasing power would be greatly 
diminished. Not a good outcome for the owners of the majority of the money. 

https://www.algorand.com/Core%20Tech%20in%20a%20Nutshell_2.pdf



Algorand pure-proof-of-stake

At a very high level, in Algorand, a new block is constructed in two phases.

● In the first phase, a single token (i.e. Algo) is randomly selected, and its owner is the 

user who proposes the next block.

● In the second phase, 1000 tokens are selected among all tokens (i.e. Algos) 

currently in the system. The owners of these 1000 tokens are selected to be part of a 

phase-2 ‘committee,’ which approves the block proposed by the first user.

https://www.algorand.com/Core%20Tech%20in%20a%20Nutshell_2.pdf https://developer.algorand.org/docs/algorand_consensus/

VRF

True 
(Valid)

False (Invalid)

Verifiable Random Function (VRF)

CHECK

● Propose of new blocks by selected (VRF) 
accounts

● The VRF acts similar to a weighted lottery 
where the number of Algos that the 
account has participating online 
determines the account’s chance of being 
selected. 

● Once an account is selected by the VRF, 
the node propagates the proposed block 
along with the VRF output, which proves 
that the account is a valid proposer. 

Block Proposal



● Each node in the network will get many 
proposal messages from other nodes. 

● Nodes will verify the signature of the 
message and then validate the selection 
using the VRF proof.

● Next, the node will compare the hash 
from each validated winner’s VRF proof to 
determine which is the lowest and will 
only propagate the block proposal with 
the lowest VRF hash. 

● This process continues for a fixed amount 
of time to allow votes to be propagated 
across the network

Soft Vote: Select one proposal

● Each node will then run the VRF for every 
participating account it manages to see if 
they have been chosen to participate in 
the soft vote committee. 

● If any account is chosen it will have a 
weighted vote based on the number of 
Algos the account has, and these votes 
will be propagated to the network. 

Soft Vote: Select one proposal

● A new committee is selected for every step in the process and each step has a 
different committee size.

● This committee size is quantified in Algos. A quorum of votes is needed to move to the 
next step and must be a certain percentage of the expected committee size. These 
votes will be received from other nodes on the network and each node will validate the 
committee membership VRF proof before adding to the vote tally. Once a quorum is 
reached for the soft vote the process moves to the certify vote step.

Difficult coalitions

Soft Vote: block approval

● A new committee checks the block proposal that 
was voted on in the soft vote stage for 
overspending, double-spending, or any other 
problems. 

● If valid, the new committee votes again to certify 
the block. This is done in a similar manner as the 
soft vote where each node iterates through its 
managed accounts to select a committee and to 
send votes. 

● These votes are collected and validated by each 
node until a quorum is reached, triggering an 
end to the round and prompting the node to 
create a certificate for the block and write it to 
the ledger.

● At that point, a new round is initiated and the 
process starts over 

Certify the vote



Use-cases

https://www.algorand.com/ecosystem/use-cases
https://planetwatch.io/

IOTA

■ The tangle a DAG

■ The benefit is twofold: It allows for greater scalability and 
it eliminates the need to pay transaction fees to miners. 

https://blog.iota.org/the-tangle-an-illustrated-introduction-4d5eae6fe8d4/



TANGLE: a DAG transaction

When a new transaction
 joins the tangle, 

it chooses two previous 
transactions to approve.

TIPS: unapproved 
transactions

Transaction 5 approves 2 and 3

TANGLE: a DAG

Tips: unapproved transactions 
(6)

“The strategy for choosing 
which two tips to approve is 
very important, and is the key 
to IOTA’s unique technology”

e.g random selection

Simple example: Random choice of tips 
■ Each incoming transaction looks at all the currently 

unapproved transactions (i.e. tips), and simply chooses two at 
random

■ Fantastic visual tool
 https://public-rdsdavdrpd.now.sh/

■ Let’s move on to the very nice blog at 
https://blog.iota.org/the-tangle-an-illustrated-introduction-c0
a86f994445

Avoid lazy tips

A lazy tip is one that approves old transactions rather than recent ones → This does not help the network, since no new 
transactions are confirmed.  

● Random selection does not help
● Force participants to only approve recent transactions → clash with the idea of decentralization. 



More advanced tip selection: Unweighted Random Walk

Random walk. Using this algorithm, we put a walker on the genesis transaction, and have it start “walking” towards the tips (i.e select). 
Very recent transactions, which are “invisible” to the current random walk, are shown as transparent.

Bias our random walk, so we are less likely to choose lazy tips
We will use the term cumulative weight to denote how important a transaction is. 

We are more likely to walk towards a heavy transaction than a light one.

The definition of cumulative weight is very simple: we count how many approvers a transaction has, and add one. We count both 
direct and indirect approvers. In the example below, transaction 3 has a cumulative weight of five, because it has four 
transactions which approve it (5 directly; 7, 8, and 10 indirectly).  

Why it works?

●  In order for 16 to get approved, the random walker must reach transaction 7, and then choose transaction 16 over transaction 9.
● But this is unlikely to happen, because transaction 16 has a cumulative weight of 1, and transaction 9 has a cumulative weight of 7! This is an effective way 

of discouraging lazy behavior.

Risk

The gray squares are tips, with zero approvers. While it is normal to have some tips on the right end of the diagram, it is a 
problem to see so many of them spread out across the timeline. These tips are transactions that are left behind, and will never be 
approved. This is the down-side to biasing our walk too much: if we insist on choosing only the heaviest transaction at any given 
point, a large percentage of the tips will never get approved. We are left with only a central corridor of approved transactions, and 
forgotten tips on the sidelines.



A bias α

We need a method to define how likely we are to walk towards any particular approver at a given junction. The exact formula we 
choose is not important, as long as we give some bias to heavier transactions, and have a parameter to control how strong this bias 
is. This introduces our new parameter α, which sets how important a transaction’s cumulative weight is. 

● α=0  → unweighted walk. 
● α very high → super-weighted walk. 
● In between, we can find a good balance between punishing lazy behavior and not leaving too many tips behind. 

Determining an ideal value for α is an important research topic in IOTA.

Double spending

Alice creates two branches in the tangle that cannot be reconciled. 

This creates a problem for honest users of IOTA: which branch should they 
approve?  

The solution to this problem is once again the weighted walk we learned 
about last week. Eventually one of the branches will grow heavier than the 
other, and the lighter one will be abandoned. This also implies that a 
transaction cannot be considered to be confirmed immediately after it is 
issued, even if it has some approvers, since it might be part of a branch that 
will be abandoned eventually. In order to be sure your transaction is 
confirmed, you have to wait for its confirmation confidence to be high 
enough. 

How do Bob and Charlie know if they really got the money from Alice?  

Eventually one of the branches will grow heavier than the other, and the 
lighter one will be abandoned. 

Confirmation confidence 
1. Run the tip selection algorithm 100 times.
2. Count how many of those 100 tips approve our transaction, and call it A.
3. The confirmation confidence of our transaction is “A percent”.



https://blog.iota.org/iota-powered-smart-grid-infrastructure/

https://blog.iota.org/worlds-first-iota-smart-charging-station-52f9024db788/

Iota use cases

■ Bosch — the Bosch XDK (Cross Domain Development Kit) 
is a programmable sensor device and IoT prototyping 
platform used to collect specific, real-time data which can 
then be sold via the IOTA Data Marketplace.

■ Fujitsu — the company is using the IOTA protocol in a 
proof-of-concept, immutable data storage medium for 
audit trails across industrial production environments 
and supply chains

■ Den Norske Bank currently in an exploratory partnership 
to find ways in which IOTA’s Tangle platform can be 
applied to improve the bank’s existing services and 
products.

■ Volkswagen — the car manufacturer is working with IOTA 
on a project called “Digital CarPass,” which is essentially 
a report card for cards stored on a distributed ledger that 
ensures critical factors — such as mileage — are reliable 
and accurate.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/how-significant-is-blockchain-in-internet-of-things


